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evident that reorganisation will never do it for
them.

J R WOOD
Auchenblae,
By Laurencekirk, Kincardineshire

Medical staffing and career prospects

SIR,-There is growing awareness of the
magnitude of the imbalance between senior
registrars and consultants in a number ofmedi-
cal specialties. It is appreciated that the DHSS
figures reported annually in Health Trends
are inaccurate.' Careful development and
change in a specialty can be achieved2 but
other specialties have evolved to produce gross
disproportion, as the report on cardiology
demonstrates.3
The Manpower Advisory Panel in Medicine

is collating reports and views on career pros-
pects from the college specialty committees
(and specialist societies), which should give
an accurate and disturbing picture. This is
on the agenda for discussion at the general
meeting of members of the London Royal
College of Physicians. It will be held at 12.05
pm on 3 June during the all-day symposium
on imaging ("Looking Through Patients"),
which has been arranged by the Standing
Committee of Members. Dr I R Gray, chair-
man of the Manpower Advisory Panel in
Medicine, has kindly agreed to summarise
the present situation, and several chairmen
of college specialty committees will be there
to give their views. As doctors may know,
medical staffing and training are one of the
aspects of the NHS being considered by Mrs
Renee Short's Parliamentary Select Committee
on the Social Services.
Both the Manpower Advisory Panel in

Medicine and each of the college specialty
committees have two member representatives.
None the less, it is extremely important that
members come and make their contribution
to this meeting if the college is to be able to
present the wider view of its members.

NUALA STERLING
Chairman, Standing Committee

of Members
Royal College of Physicians,
London NW1 4LE
1 Anonymous. Health Trends 1980;12:51-4.
2Citron KM, Lewis DR, Nunn AJ. Br Med J 1980;

281:887.
3Chamberlain DA, Goodwin JG, Emmanuel RW,

Bailey LG. Br Heart Jf 1981;45:460.

District-based hospital junior staff
committees

SIR,-Dr M R Rees, chairman of the Hospital
Junior Staff Committee, says (9 May, p 1552)
that "the setting up of district-based hospital
junior staff commuittees is of vital importance
in order that the junior doctor's voice is
heard. Perhaps the BMA division will indeed
become the focus of the profession's involve-
ment at district level, but there is a long way to
go yet. In the meantime the BMA would be
better served by a more positive approach to
the plight of the junior doctor."

It is my contention that the plight of the junior
doctor has to be brought forward through the
division-not through any breakaway groups, not
through something as volatile as the Hospital
Junior Staff Committee of the British Medical
Association, wbich seems to change its viewpoint
from year to year. I know that junior doctors, for a
variety of reasons, do not feel that they should

become involved in the workings of our division;
but only through the workings of a division are they
going to get any changes made locally. It is the
exception for junior doctors to play an active part in
my division, and yet we are a politically active one
and are represented on the Hospital Joint Staff
Consultative Committee for the district in which
we are. We are also nominating the members for
the new district health authorities; and although
these nominations cannot include junior doctors I
am sure that neither of the consultants who have
been nominated by the division to the two district
health authorities within the existing division
boundaries is likely to disregard the welfare of the
junior doctor-and certainly they will attempt to
seek out the viewpoint of the junior doctors in any
matters concerning them which come up before the
district health authority.
When I was a junior doctor myself in 1961-3 the

divisions had very little part to play in what was
happening to junior doctors, but that did not stop
all of us from attending the Division meetings when
they were held at a time which we could easily
attend. At that time I was working a one-in-two
rota in surgery, one night off every three nights and
one weekend off every three weeks in medicine, and
a one-in-two rota in obstetrics and gynaecology-
this at that time was the norm for junior hospital
staff. I wonder if this is the norm for junior doctors
who have no time now to attend the division
meetings, or perhaps they are using the fact that
they are overworked as an excuse to opt out of their
responsibilities to the division.

It may be that junior doctors feel that because
they are in a hospital for a short time that they owe
no allegiance to that hospital or to the district or to
the division; or perhaps they find that it is much
simpler for them to address their mail to their home
address so that they become members of a division
which has no say in the operation of the district in
which they are working.

It seems to me divisive to set up a junior
hospital doctor committee based on districts
when the opportunities are there for the
united voice of the profession to come from the
division and divisions are willing to take on
this responsibility. At the honorary secretaries'
conference in February there was most
certainly a plea from most of the secretaries to
whom I spoke, both privately and within the
discussion group which I led, that the junior
doctors should become involved-more in-
volved than they ever have been within the
division-and it is up to junior doctors to take
advantage of this willingness on behalf of
division secretaries to let them participate in a
way which will be constructive both to the
welfare of the junior doctor and to the welfare
of the division for the future.

NORMAN BURNS
Honorary Secretary, BMA Dukeries Division

Mansfield NG18 1RH

The unacceptable face of private practice

SIR,-Recently there has been some publicity
in the news media regarding the fears of some
Arab countries that their nationals are being
"ripped off" by the medical profession here.
Facts are hard to come by but I am sure that
there is some truth in the reports. I am
concerned that the BMA should state
categorically that it deprecates the activities
of unscrupulous members of our profession
who are out for a quick kill, at the expense of
the reputation of the rest of us. They can
only bring the profession into international
disrepute.

R MosHY
Honorary Secretary, BMA

North-west Regional Hospital
Junior Staff Committee

Manchester M14 5RH

An act of madness?

SIR,-Dr Michael Allen (9 May, p 1551) may
have been saddened by Sir John Walton's open
letter to the Secretary of State for Education
and Science (4 April, p 1150); but I am
delighted that Sir John has put into print what
so many of us had been thinking. In my view
his letter should be compulsory reading for all
doctors concerned about the future of their
profession. It certainly reflects accurately the
views of the great majority of academic staff
-who will resent as much as I do Dr Allen's
unfortunate comments, which should not go
unchallenged.

Firstly, Sir John is accused of using his
office as President of the British Medical
Association "to give credence to a politically
motivated attack on Her Majesty's Govern-
ment's policies"-whatever that may mean.
But nowhere in his letter does Sir John refer
either to the British Medical Association or to
his presidency. Indeed he goes out of his way
to point out that he is writing in his capacity
firstly as a doctor with an interest in patient
care and clinical research, secondly as a
professor of neurology, and thirdly as a dean
of a medical school.
Next he is accused of using "our journal" for

the purpose. Let me remind Dr Allen that
deciding what is published in the journal is
the prerogative of the Editor and not that of
the potential contributor, and that "our
journal" should and does represent all points
of view within the British Medical Association
and outside it.
Dr Allen attempts to justify his criticisms

by claiming that traditionally the office of
president has been above politics of any form.
In 35 years' membership of the British Medical
Association I have seen little evidence to
support that claim and I can think of a few
presidents who positively revelled in the art.

Again, Dr Allen raises certain questions, the
answers to which could have been found in the
substance of Sir John's letter had he read it
more carefully; and his suggestion that Sir
John has cast an unsubstantiated slur on the
average whole-time consultant is totally
unjustified. What Sir John actually wrote was
that many academic staff do as much work on
behalf of the National Health Service as the
average whole-time National Health Service
consultant. Anyone who believes that such a
statement is a slur on the whole-time consultant
will believe anything. It merely emphasises
the heavy clinical work load carried by some
academic staff.

Finally, it ill becomes Dr Allen, sitting in the
shelter of a shortage specialty, to criticise the
efforts of those who are attempting to protect
the jobs of many young and not so young
doctors, not only in the universities but also in
the National Health Service. Make no mistake,
some NHS posts are also at risk as a result of
present policy.

J P PAYNE
Research Department of Anaesthetics,
Royal College of Surgeons of England,
London WC2A 3PN

Correction

Inequalities in health and social class and
poverty

In the letter by Drs T Khosla and R A N Hitchens
(9 May, p 1550) the second sentence of the last
paragraph should begin "Thousands," not "Tens of
thousands."
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